An approach to solve the critical problem of testing quantum effects of spatial noncommutativity is proposed. Magnetic hyperfine structures in a Rydberg system induced by fractional angular momentum originated from spatial noncommutativity are discussed. The orders of the corresponding magnetic hyperfine splitting of spectrum ∼ 10 −7 − 10 −8 eV lie within the limits of accuracy of current experimental measurements. Experimental tests of physics beyond the standard model are the focus of broad interest. We note that the present approach is reasonable achievable with current technology. The proof is based on very general arguments involving only the deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra and the fundamental property of angular momentum. Its experimental verification would constitute an advance in understanding of fundamental significance, and would be a key step towards a decisive test of spatial noncommutativity.
1. Introduction -As one of the current candidates in tracking down new physics beyond the standard model, quantum mechanics in noncommutative space (NCQM) should be verifiable. 1 Modifications of spatial noncommutativity (NC) to normal quantum theory depending on vanishingly small NC parameters, which lead to NC quantum effects are usually far beyond experimental accuracy. Therefore, a widely held view is that NCQM can only make predictions outside the range of experimental observation. However, the conclusion is premature [20] . Indeed, attempts in recent experiments performed by Connerade et al. [20] suggest that there may be a way to test for NCQM.
Recently, it has been found [14, 19, 21] that the vanishingly small NC constants [5, 12] , which usually appear in NC corrections of any physical observable, cancel out in the fractional angular momentum (FAM) originated from spatial noncommutativity under well-defined conditions. It turns out that FAM results in the unusual zero-point valuē h/4. This provides a distinct signature of spatial noncommutativity, which survives into the normal quantum scale. The difficulty involved in testing spatial noncommutativity via FAM is that direct measurements of FAM are a challenge enterprise.
With particular emphasis on feasible experimental tests, this paper proposes an approach of testing spatial noncommutativity via measuring magnetic hyperfine structures (MHFS [22, 23] ) induced by FAM in a Rydberg system. The orders of the corresponding splitting of MHFS ∼ 10 −7 − 10 −8 eV lie within the limits of accuracy of current experimental measurements, and can be detected by using existing technology. The significant advance of the proposed method is that it solves a critical outstanding problem of NC quantum effects being unmeasurable, paves the way for notable progress and will lead to the first real test of spatial noncommutativity. Our proof is based on a very general argument involving only the deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra and the fundamental property of angular momentum. Therefore, if it is achieved experimentally, this will constitute an advance in understanding of fundamental significance.
2. Review of FAM originated from spatial noncommutativity [14, 15, 19, 21] -We investigate ion motion in the laboratory system, trapped in a uniform magnetic field B aligned along the z-axis and an electrostatic potential [21] 
where θ and η are the constant parameters of spatial noncommutativity, independent of position and momentum; ǫ ij is a two-dimensional antisymmetric unit tensor with ǫ 12 = −ǫ 21 = 1, ǫ 11 = ǫ 22 = 0. The scaling factor ξ is defined as
The deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra can be realized by x i and p i as follows:
where x i and p i satisfy the undeformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra [
The deformed H 2 (x,p) can be further expressed by x i and p i asĤ 2 (x, p):
where the effective parameters M, G, Ω P and K are defined as
and c 1 = 1 + m I ω c θ/4h, c 2 = m I ω c /2 + η/2h.Ĥ 2 can be changed into two uncoupled harmonic modes [14, 21] .
Similarly, the deformed angular momentum J z (x,p) = ǫ ijxipj can be expressed by undeformed variables x i and p i aŝ
The corrections due to spatial noncommutativity are terms O(θ) and/or O(η), which lead tô J z taking fractional value. The existing upper bounds of θ and η are θ/(hc)
[5] and | √ η | ≤ 1µeV /c [12] . O(θ) and O(η) are vanishingly small, so that the corrections of spatial noncommutativity are beyond the limits of measurable accuracy of experiments.
3. Reduction for massive system -We found a testable effect of spatial noncommutativity in the reduced system ofĤ 2 . BecauseĤ 2 andĤ k,2 do not commute, different from the massless model considered in [24] , the difficulty of reduction for the massive model is how to treat the mechanical kinetic energyĤ k,2 . To get rid of this difficulty, the reducing procedure is adopted in the following steps.
The ion oscillates harmonically with an axial frequency along the z-axis (its energy alternates between kinetic and potential energy). In the (1, 2)-plane, it executes a superposition of a fast circular cyclotron motion of an effective cyclotron frequency with a small radius (its energy is almost exclusively kinetic energy), and a slow circular magnetron drift motion of an effective magnetron frequency in a large orbit (its energy is almost exclusively potential energy).V ef f,2 is reduced by reducing the amplitudes of the radio-voltage and the dc voltage applied between the electrodes of the ring and two end caps of the combined trap. We use, e.g., Doppler cooling to slow the energy of ion down to the mK and then cool the ion to the ground state ofĤ 2 with the sideband cooling [25, 26] . By synchronizing the laser field withV ef f,2 reduction, the ion is kept in the ground state of the reducinĝ . Thus the system remains in the ground state. In the subspace {|Ê k,0 i } of the ground state, for any
Therefore, in the subspace {|Ê k,0 i } of the ground state,H 2 is reduced to:
The reduced systemH
2 is a constrained one [21] . The Lagrangian corresponding toH 2 isL 2 = Mẋ iẋi /2 +Gǫ ijẋi x j /2 −Kx i x i /2. The reduced Lagrangian corresponding toH
2 /∂ẋ i does not determine velocitiesẋ i as functions of p i and x j , but gives relations between p i and x j :φ
According to Dirac's formalism of quantizing a constrained system, such relations are primary constraints [27, 28] . Because the Poisson brackets {φ i ,φ j } P =Gǫ ij = 0, the Dirac brackets are determined, {x i , p j } D = δ ij /2, ect. The constraintsφ i are strong conditions.
They are used to eliminate dependent variables: four variables (x i , p i ), (i = 1, 2) are reduced to two independent ones (e.g. x 1 , p 1 ). Using these constraints to eliminate dependent variables, the corresponding quantum commutators of independent variablesx ≡ √ 2x 1
is rewritten as 1-dimensional harmonic
Hamiltonian plusÊ k,0 . The full HamiltonianH 2 has two harmonic modes [21, 14] . The reduction to the reduced phase space alters the symplectic structure. It leads to one mode ofH 2 going to infinity, decoupling from the system, and only one modeH
2 has a reduced set of eigenstates, and the eigenvalues ofĴ z then becomẽ
Where the two terms O(θ) and O(η) are corrections due to the spatial noncommutativity, which are inaccessible to experiment because they are vanishingly small.
In the case of both position-position and momentum-momentum noncommuting, there is an effective intrinsic magnetic field B ef f ∼ η [21] . Thus a further limiting process of diminishing the external magnetic field B (ω c ) to zero is meaningful, and the surviving system has non-trivial dynamics. In this limit we have η/(m I ω ch + m
ρ θ, this leads to a cancelation between the NC parameters θ and η so that this term equals 1/2, andJ = 1/2 − m I ω c θ/4h, where 1/2 dominatesJ . Therefore, the dominant value of the zero-point angular momentumJ 0 assumes a fractional value: 4h /4. This is a distinct NC signal, which is within the limits of 2 We compare dynamics in the present reduction and the reduction in the massless limit of [24] . La- 
2 is similar to the reduction L → L 0 of [24] . In both reductions, therefore the similar Chern-Simons type behavior and truncated states decoupling are obtained. 3 The proportionality of the NC parameters θ and η is determined by fundamental principles. At the quantum mechanics level, the general structures of the deformed annihilation and creation operators which satisfy a complete and closed deformed bosonic algebra at the non-perturbation level were obtained in Ref. [16] . The proportionality η = Kθ between the NC parameters θ and η is clarified from the consistency of the deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra with the deformed bosonic algebra. θ is a fundamental constant. K depends on some dynamical parameters of Lagrangian. From the definition of momenta being the partial derivatives of Lagrangian with respect to the NC coordinates, the dependence of η on the dynamical parameters of the considered system is understood. 4 There is a subtle point related to taking the meaningful limits θ, η → 0 and B → 0. In the limits θ, η → 0, deformed dynamics in NC space is reduced to undeformed one in commutative space. The reduced systemH (0) 2 is a constrained one. The Deformed Poisson brackets of the constraints are {φ i ,φ j } P =Gǫ ij . In the limits θ, η → 0, they are reduced to undeformed ones in commutative space, {ϕ i , ϕ j } P = m I ω c ǫ ij . If we followed with B → 0(ω c → 0), we would obtain {ϕ i , ϕ j } P = 0, thus Dirac brackets of canonical variables would not be determined, and the system would not survive at the quantum level. This indicates that in Eq. (6b) when we take θ, η → 0 first to yield the conventional result, it makes no sense to follow with B → 0. On the other hand, if we take B → 0 first, the deformed Poisson brackets are reduced to {ϕ i , ϕ j } P = (m 2 I ω 2 ρ θ + η)ǫ ij /h. This shows that the subsequent limit θ, η → 0 also is meaningless. Therefore, only in NC space non-trivial dynamics of the reducced systemH 4. MHFS induced by FAMJ 0 -We consider a doubly-charged alkaline-earth ion I ++ caught in a combined-field trap. The trapping mechanism is provided by a uniform magnetic field B aligned along the z-axis and an electrostatic potential (1) . For an alkalineearth atom, the outer subshell has two s electrons, and the inner shells are completely filled.
When the two s electrons of the outer shell are ionized, the resulting double-ion I ++ also has rotational symmetry and resembles an effective spherical nucleus. We consider an electron injected into the trap and the captured electron together with this ion forms a singly-charged ion I + which is still stably trapped. It is required that the principal quantum number n of the captured electron is large enough so that the system is a Rydberg one.
In a reasonable approximation, the energy spectrum of the Rydberg electron is calculated on a similar basis as for a hydrogen-like system.
According to the above analysis, in the case where both position-position and momentummomentum operators are noncommuting, and under the aforementioned conditions, the trapped ion I ++ possesses FAMJ 0 . Correspondingly, there is a zero-point magnetic mo-
where m I = Am P (m P is proton mass and A is nuclear mass number), µ N = eh/2m p is nuclear magneton.
The magnetic interaction between the magnetic momentumμ 0 and the magnetic fields of the Rydberg electron induces magnetic hyperfine structures of the energy spectrum of the Rydberg electron. Thus the measurement of FAMJ 0 , through the correspondingμ 0 , is turned into measuring MHFS of the Rydberg electron. Similar to MHFS generated by nuclear spin [22, 23] , splitting of MHFS induced byJ 0 of the ion I ++ can be calculated in two equivalent approaches [22] : investigating the interaction of the ion I ++ on the Rydberg electron, or discussing the equivalent interaction of the Rydberg electron on the ion I ++ .
In the following, we apply the second approach.
To get a clean signal of such induced MHFS, we choose some even-even nucleus, because the nuclear spin of an even-even nucleus is zero.
The magnetic hyperfine interaction [22, 23] Rydberg electron should fills shells of n > 3. We estimate the magnetic hyperfine splitting and intervals of the spectrum of the Rydberg electron of n = 6, l = 0.
For an s electron, l = 0, j = 1/2, m j = ±1/2, ∆m j = 1. Owing to the non-vanishing electronic charge density at the ion Mg ++ , the only contribution to the Hamiltonian H (hf s) in comes from the Fermi contact interaction. From A n0
it follows that the magnetic hyperfine splitting and intervals have orders with the experiments performed on quasi-bound Rydberg states in crossed fields [20] , via a Chern-Simons process [19] , using modified electron momentum spectroscopy [21] and others, MHFS is the most effective approach. Based on the unique feature of the MHFS approach, its experimental observation will be a key step towards a decisive test of confirming or ruling out spatial noncommutativity. 
